
  Car Security Installation Guide:

Unlike some upgrades, installing a car security system is a complex task. There are nearly a dozen separate 
components and sensors to place, wires to run, and connections to make; needless to say, there is plenty of room for error.

ATTENTION: This information contained in this guide (and all other related documents/wiring diagrams etc,) is being 
provided FREE of charge and on an as is basis, without any representation or warranty. It is your responsibility to test 
and confirm all circuits.  Rightclick assumes no responsibility with regards to the accuracy or currency of this information. 
Proper installation in every case is and remains the responsibility of the installer.  Rightclick assumes no responsibility 
resulting from an improper installation, even in reliance upon this information.

WARNING! - DISCONNECTING THE CARS BATTERY Do not disconnect the battery if the vehicle has an anti-theft 
coded radio if you do not have the code. If equipped with an airbag avoid disconnecting the battery if possible. Many 
airbag systems will display a diagnostic code through their warning light after they lose power. Disconnecting the battery 
requires this code to be erased which may cause unnecessary trips to the dealer for service. 

WARNING! - REMOTE STARTERS Do not operate a remote starter with the vehicle in gear! Operating a remote start 
system while in gear may result in property damage or personal injury or both. 

Before Beginning The Installation:- 

• READ ALL THE INSTRUCTIONS! 
• Consider locations for the control unit, siren, LED, shock sensor, etc. before permanently installing them.
• Consider what options will be installed. Some options require additional parts or relays. It is easier to install features
  when the system is first installed than later. 
• Plan and allow extra time to complete the installation. Most professional installers will admit that their first security
  installation took 6-10 hours. It is recommended to schedule yourself a weekend to complete the installation so you do
  not feel rushed. 
• Set up to perform the installation in a sheltered, dry, and well-lit area where you will not be disturbed or bothered by
  other people or pets. 
• Turn off the interior light or remove the interior light fuse to prevent draining the battery. 
• Roll down a window to avoid being accidentally locked out of the vehicle. 
• Protect the vehicle by using floor mats, seat covers, and wing covers. It is also recommended to place an old rug or 
  blanket on the floor/ground of the drivers-side of the vehicle. This will help lessen the strain on your knees and 
  prevent any screws, clips, or small parts accidentally dropped from bouncing across the floor. 
• Make sure you have all necessary accessories for the installation, eg. 12V 30A SPDT relays are often needed for 
  vehicles with second ignition ACC position (remote starter alarms only) or for connection of boot releases etc. 

Tools Required 

 

• Digital Multi-meter - never use a test light or analogue meter to test modern automotive circuits 
• Wire cutters / wire strippers 
• Soldering iron 
• Cordless power drill 
• Nut drivers/socket set 
• Drill bit set 
• Phillips head screwdriver 
• Small flathead screwdriver - for adjusting sensors 
• Panel removal tool 
• Razor blades 
• Metal coat hanger (used to feed wires through rubber grommet in firewall) 



  Main Control Unit: system processor (Main brain)

• Securely install the control unit in a safe, dry place inside the vehicle.  
• Never install the control unit under the bonnet. 
• The control unit should be mounted in a suitable location that would be difficult for a potential thief to locate but still 
  allow for convenient installation position. 
• Do not mount the control unit in the way of any moving parts 
• Do not mount the control unit near any heat sources. 
• Mount the control unit in a way that it does not vibrate or rattle. 
• Avoid installing the unit anywhere easily visible under the driver’s side dash. The first place a thief will go when 
  attempting to steal a car is the driver’s side under dash area to access the starter and ignition wires.  If the 
  control unit  is easily visible, it can be disconnected and defeated during a theft attempt. 
• Some good locations are above or behind the glove box, under the center console, above the under dash fuse box, 
  or in the dash behind the radio. For alarms without a separate antenna mount the control unit high under the dash 
  and as far away as possible from metal to maximum remote control range.  

Mounting the Main Control Unit
1. Choose a mounting location that will be close to the wires that you need to tie into, but far enough out of the 
 way to discourage an experienced thief who may try to disable it. Common locations include under the dash
 near the steering column, behind a kick panel, behind the center console panel. or under a front seat.
 Warning: removing your seat could deactivate your vehicle’s SRS system. 

2.  Access your installation location, (for example, if installing behind the dash, remove your receiver and select 
 a suitable location in the dash cavity.) and set the brain in place. Don’t attach it permanently until you’ve 
 made all of your connections. 

3. Connect the wires and harnesses that you’ll need to connect the brain to the rest of the system. If you need
 extra wire to extend the leads from the brain to switches, sensors or a power source, Buy stranded wire that 
 matches or exceeds the gauge (thickness) of the leads you need to extend. 
 For sensors, 18 gauge or larger should work fine. For power leads, 16 gauge or larger is usually required. 

4.  Your alarm brain has a built-in pigtail-type antenna wire. It is important that the wire point straight away from
 the brain (a drinking straw acts as a good reinforcement), or at a right angle to the brain. Do not cut or ground
 this wire.

Antenna: 
• The position and location of the antenna will affect the remote control range.
• For alarms with a separate antenna, this should be stuck to the windscreen, either in a corner or behind the rear 
  view mirror. 
• For alarms with a wire antenna, route the antenna wire away from the control unit keeping the antenna as far 
  away from metal as possible. Avoid running the antenna along any wire harnesses.  
• Do not shorten or lengthen the antenna.



  Wiring The System And Making Your Connections:

• Most installers prefer to disassemble the vehicle first and find the wires they need before any components are 
  mounted or connections are made.  
• Take time to test each wire to verify that it is the correct wire. Use a quality digital multi-meter to test circuits.
   Never use an analogue volt-ohm meter or test light to test circuits in modern cars. The current draw that a 
   volt-ohm meter or test light requires can permanently damage delicate vehicle computers parts.
• Take a note of how the vehicle‘ factory wires are wrapped. Are they wrapped in vinyl tape? Are they covered in 
   split-loom? Are they covered in cloth tape? Wires should be carefully wrapped to match the vehicle’s wiring. This 
   will make the system blend in with the factory wiring, giving it a factory-installed appearance. 
• Study the vehicle and find places to mount components such as the control unit, relays, and sensors. Make sure
   components won‘t be in the way of any moving parts. Make sure you can reassemble the vehicle without the 
   alarm/remote start system‘s components being in the way. Nothing is worse than completing the installation and 
   finding a panel won‘t fit back on because a relay or the control unit is in the way. Look under the bonnet to find a 
   spot to mount the siren. Many engine bays are very cramped. Take time to plan how you will run your wires 
   through the engine bay. 
• Most installers prefer to screw down or use double-sided tape to secure the system‘s control module on a counter 
   top or work bench to prep the system‘s wiring. Some installers chose to wrap the system‘s wires individually. 
   However, many systems can have over 50 wires. In this case many installers will wrap wires that must go to a 
   similar location together. For example, twist together wires that must go to a similar location like the driver‘s kick 
   panel, the ignition harness, the passenger kick panel, the headlight switch, under the bonnet, or to any other 
   location that you are routing wires to. Wrap the wires in tape or split loom to camouflage the wires and make them 
   look like factory wiring. Cap off wires that will not be connected to prevent any shorts. 
• Connections should only be made by soldering. Never use wire taps etc (eg scotch locks) as the connections are 
   poor and can oxidise or become loose over time. 
• Make certain that wires cannot be shorted to the chassis at any point. 
• Cheap electrical tape is not a reliable insulator (It often falls off in hot weather). Use good-quality electrical tape or
   heat shrink tubing. Never twist-and-tape wires together without soldering. 

Wires From The Main Control Unit:
• Wires should be carefully run from the control unit to each component. 
• Wires should be wrapped in electrical tape, split loom, or plastic tubing to match the look of the factory wires as 
  closely as possible. 
• Where possible wires should be run alongside factory wires to make the wires look as if they came that way from 
  the factory. 
• In most vehicles you will need to route your wiring to the ignition harness, the driver’s and sometimes passenger 
  kick panel, under the bonnet, and sometimes the boot. Make all your connections at a specific location before 
  moving on. 

Constant 12V:
• There are two possible sources from which to supply the security system with constant power. 
• The constant 12V supply at the fusebox is usually the best place to use. 
• The (+) terminal of the battery may be used. It is strongly recommended that if the battery is used to supply power, 
   that the terminal NOT be disconnected. Make connections by removing lug nut from cable clamp without 
   detaching clamp. 
• The constant 12V supply of the ignition switch may be used. However, on some newer vehicles, the constant 12V 
   supply at the ignition switch is a low current output. All 12V constant power connections must be made at the battery. 
• Always fuse within 12 inches of this connection. 

 
Chassis Ground:

• This is one of the most important connections. A poor or improper ground causes 90% of all problems that may 
  arise with an alarm or remote start. 
• Connect this wire to bare metal, preferably with a factory bolt rather than your own screw. Screws tend to either 
  strip or loosen with time. 
• Ground all components to the same point where possible. 
• If a screw must be used, connect chassis ground to bare metal and use a star washer to ensure a proper ground 
  connection. Check for clearance on both sides before drilling. 



  Hazard Light Output / Indicators Light / Parking Lights

Hazar Light Output

Alarm systems have a hazard light output that is used to flash the hazard lights when the vehicle is armed or 
disarmed, the doors are locked and unlocked with the remote, when the alarm is triggered. 
Connecting the hazard light output is not necessary, but recommended. The (+) hazard light wires are often 
found at the fuse box or in the kick panel. 

Some alarms have a single output from the alarm and a seperate splitter with diodes is used to split the output 
in two.. 

   
Turning signal control:

1- Find/Determine both wires that carry +12 volt when having the turning light switched on. 
2- Connect the turning light wire (from the main unit) with either the right side turning light, or the left side 
turning light.    
Note:  Most vehicles manufactured in Germany have cable colours as follows:  (black/white - turning signal 
left side      black/green - turning signal right side)     

 



  BOOT RELEASE - TRUNK

Boot Release Wire: Trunk Release Output

Some cars have an electric boot release or one can be added. This can be interfaced with our alarms sys-
tems or Remote Keyless that have separate channels to control a boot release. For cars with a built in boot 
release the wire is found at the keyless entry module under the dash or behind a kick panel. 

To find the boot release trigger wire with your multi-meter: 
1. Set to DC voltage. 
2. Attach the (-) probe to Chassis Ground. 
3. Probe the wire you suspect of being the boot release trigger wire with the (+) lead. 
4. The meter should indicate 12V with the boot release button depressed if you have found the correct wire. 
5. The meter will then read 0V when the boot release button is at rest. 

NOTE! Never connect an alarms boot release trigger output directly to the boot release wire. The boot re-
lease trigger outputs from almost all alarm systems are low-current outputs. Connecting directly to the boot 
release wire without a relay could cause the unit to fail. 

Trunk Release Types:  (+)Positive  OR  (-)Negative

Most trunk release switches are (+)positive, To determine if your trunk release is tripped by a (+) positive or 
a (-) negative:-
Locate the trunk release wire coming from the back of the trunk release switch. Place one end of your test 
light to ground, press the “Trunk” button, if the test light illuminates, you have a (+) positive trunk release. If 
it does not, connect the test light to +12V constant and probe the wire. If the test light illuminates when the 
button is pressed, then you have a (-) negative trunk release.  

How to connect a boot release to an alarm: 
ALSO, Depending on which car alarm you have; The Trunk Release Output form the alarm is either (+)Pos-
tive OR (-)Negative output.

Connecting a Negative(-) Trunk output:  

  

Connecting a Positive(+) Trunk output:  

  
(Optional) Relay

(Optional) Relay



  IMMOBILISER RELAY

Starter Disable

The starter disable feature is perhaps one of the most important parts of any security system. It ensures
that, if a thief does manage to force their way into your vehicle, they won’t be able to drive it away.

   

To connect the starter disable feature, you’ll need to tap into your ignition system. Some cars allow you
to do this by plugging into a central relay box, but others require you to splice into the wire.

1. The starter interrupt is a relay which ties in between the ignition switch and the starter solenoid. The starter
 solenoid main power feed draws a huge amount of current, so the solenoid feed wire going to the starter 
 cannot be spliced into. The wire that you tie into is the small wire going to the starter solenoid that tells the 
 solenoid to energize when you turn your key to the “start” position. (not to be confused with the ignition wire). 

2.  Test the wires at the steering column to find the one that reads 12 volts only when the starter is 
 cranking (not while the engine is running). Following the instructions supplied with the alarm, splice 
 the starter disable wire (or outboard relay) into this wire. 

Wiring Diagram

     



  IMMOBILISER RELAY   ... continue

Immobiliser Relay - position/connection
• The immobiliser relay should be ran away from the steering column and should not be easily visible upon 
   removing the under dash panel. 
• Solid wire connections must be made. For maximum dependability, solder and shrink tube the connections. 
• Wires should be wrapped in electrical tape or plastic tubing to match the factory wiring. 
• Connect Pin 85 of the immobiliser relay (white wire) to the vehicles ignition ON wire. 
• Connect Pin 86 of the immobiliser relay (yellow wire) to the alarms immobiliser output wire. 
• The two green wires are the immobilisation circuit. Locate the wire on the vehicle that you want to 
   interrupt eg. the starter wire or fuel pump wire and cut it. Connect a green wire to either side of the cut wire.

Starter Wire: START
• Connect to a wire that is at +12V when the ignition key is in the engine cranking position 
• The starter wire provides 12V directly to the starter or a relay controlling the starter. 
• The starter wire is often found in the harness coming from the key cylinder. 

To find the starter wire with your multi-meter: 
1. Set your meter to DC voltage. 
2. Attach the (-) probe to chassis ground. 
3. Probe the wire you suspect of being the starter wire with the (+) probe. 
4. Turn the key to the start position. If the meter reads 12V go to the next step. 
5. Cut the wire you suspect of being the starter wire. 
6. Attempt to start the car. If the starter engages, reconnect it and go back to step 3. If the starter does not engage,
    that is the correct wire. 

12V Accessory Wire: ACC
• Connect the system’s ACC wire (Main unit) to a wire that is at +12V when ignition is in ACC or ON position but is 
  0V during engine cranking.
• This wire powers the vehicle’s heating / air conditioning system. 
• This wire will not show 12V during the cranking cycle. 
• Most often found in the harness coming from the key cylinder. 

To find 12V accessory with a multi-meter: 
1. Set meter to DC voltage. 
2. Attach the (-) probe of the meter to chassis ground.  
3. Probe the wire you suspect of being the accessory wire with the (+) probe. The steering column harness or ignition
    harness is an excellent place to find this wire. 
4. Turn the ignition key to the accessory and then the run position. If your meter reads 12V on each, go to the next step. 
5. Turn the key to the start position. The meter should drop to zero. If it does, this is the correct wire. 

12V Ignition ON Wire: ON 
• Connect the system’s ignition ON wire to a wire that is at +12V whenever the ignition key is on (in any position
   including engine cranking)  
• The ignition wire is often found in the harness coming from the key cylinder. 
• This wire is powered when the key is in the run or start position. 
• This wire powers the ignition system and the fuel delivery system. 

To find 12V ignition with a multi-meter: 
1. Set meter to DC voltage.  
2. Attach the (-) probe of the meter to chassis ground. 
3. Probe the wire you suspect of being the ignition wire with the (+) probe. The steering column harness or ignition 
    harness is an excellent place to find this wire. 
4. Turn the ignition key to the run position. If your meter reads 12V go to the next step. 
5. Turn the key to the start position. The meter should remain steady. If it drops close to or all the way to zero, that is 
    not the correct wire. Go back to step 3. If it stays steady at 12V that is the ignition wire. 



  Siren:

• Running the siren wire from the alarm brain inside the car to the siren under the bonnet should be carefully 
  considered. Unlike an amplifier power wire, the siren wire is relatively small gauge, which makes using an existing
  hole through the bulkhead a good option.  
• The best method is to examine the bulkhead to locate an existing hole that the factory wiring is routed through. If 
  the grommet is large enough, you can share this opening with your alarm wires. 
• Most vehicles have plugs that cover existing holes in the bulkhead. You can drill through the plug to create a 
  grommet to pass the alarm wires through. 
• An alternate method, if an existing hole cannot be found, is to drill a hole in the bulkhead. Be certain not to drill 
  through any fluid lines or factory cables. Use a plastic grommet to protect the wires from being cut by the metal 
  edge of the drilled holes. 
• The siren must be mounted securely under the bonnet. 
• Mount it away from any heat sources or moving parts 
• Mount the siren where it cannot be seen or reached from below the vehicle 
• Point the siren down to avoid water collecting in it. 
• Protect and conceal wiring by wrapping it with split loom or vinyl tubing and routing it alongside factory wiring. 

Connecting The Siren:
For the standard two wire siren connect the ground wire of the siren to chassis ground and the +12V wire to the 
alarms (+) siren output. 
For the 4 wire battery backup siren connect the ground wire to chassis ground and the +12V wire to a permanent 
+12V source. Connect the sirens positive trigger input wire to the alarms (+) siren output. Insulate the sirens 
negative trigger wire as it is not required. 

Having Trouble Running Your Wire Through The Bulkhead?:
Most vehicles have rubber grommets that are large enough to feed your siren wire through, sometimes the use of 
a coat hanger helps. If the vehicle had an automatic transmission there is usually a spot reserved where the clutch 
cable would go through the bulkhead. This is usually an excellent spot to drill a hole. 
Avoid drilling a hole whenever possible. Some vehicles have wires, fuel lines, or brake lines that run inside the 
bulkhead, invisible from either side. 

Mount the siren
1. Choose a spot to mount the siren under the hood. Someplace high in the engine compartment, preferably at least
    18 inches from heat sources like exhaust manifolds, radiators and heater cores, is best. It’s best to aim the siren
    parallel to, or angled slightly toward, the ground — this will help prevent water from getting trapped in the siren. 
2. If you mount your siren to a metal surface, use sheet metal screws rather than drywall screws and be careful
    not to accidentally penetrate fuel lines. brake lines, vacuum lines, control cables or wire bundles. If you mount 
    your siren to a plastic inner fender, use nuts and bolts to secure it. 
3. Route the siren wires away from a thief’s reach and back toward the vehicle’s firewall. Most vehicles have a 
    predrilled hole in the firewall that you can use, but if not locate a good place to drill one. Once through, run the
    siren wires into the driving compartment. 

    
Mount the siren in your engine compartment and route the wire back through your firewall.


